
Language choice for S1-S3 

 

CHOICE OF SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGE (L3) 
 
On entry to the first year, all pupils choose a third language (known also as the second foreign 
language) from the official European Union languages for which a viable group can be created and for 
which a qualified teacher is available. The minimum number of pupils to create a teaching group for L3 
will be five (5) pupils. 

 
Note: Some courses may not be created because of restrictions concerning timetable or small number 
of pupils.  
If the teaching group for desired language cannot be organised, pupils should have an alternative 
choice. 
 

 

English French German Swedish Finnish Spanish Italian 

EN FR DE SV FI ES IT 

 
Pupils can suggest any other official European Union language. 

 

CHOICE OF OTHER NATIONAL LANGUAGE (ONL) or CHOICE 

OF HOST COUNTRY LANGUAGE FINNISH (HCL) 

 
The ONL and HCL syllabus aims to promote natural and communicative use of the language and is 
intended to prepare learners to follow third-level courses in Finnish/Swedish should they so wish. 
It seeks to provide students with the ability to manipulate and use different types of texts and to 
give them a deeper awareness of the Finnish/Swedish language, culture and literature.  Studying 
ONL Finnish/Swedish is an optional subject and it is offered from the year 3 of the Primary. The 
target level at the end of the primary is A1+.  
 

How to choose? 

ONL FINNISH 
The mother tongue of the pupil is Swedish. 
Cannot be chosen if pupil is in the Finnish section  
HCL FINNISH 
For the pupils who wish to study Finnish language 
Cannot be chosen if the pupil is in the Finnish section 

ONL SWEDISH 
Only if pupil is in the Finnish section, and the mother tongue of the pupil is Finnish 

 

The European School of Helsinki introduces HCL Finnish as an optional extra subject form P3 to S3. 

In S4 pupils have the possibility to study Finnish L3. 


